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FOREWORD
This Registered Industry Code of Practice (RICP), known as the Waste and Recycling Industry Load Management Code
of Practice (WLC), was developed in accordance with the Guidelines for Industry Code of Practice under Section 705 of
the Heavy Vehicle National Law (HVNL) and assessed as qualifying for registration by the National Heavy Vehicle
Regulator (NHVR) under Section 706 of the HVNL.
The WLC is to be read and used as a supplement to the Master Industry Code of Practice (Master Code) which was
registered by the NHVR in November 2018. This code provides additional information about risks and controls that are
specific to the waste industry but does not replace the Master Code.
An RICP should offer practical guidance for all industry parties who have obligations under the HVNL. It may also serve
as a guide for training or as a point of reference for entities in the waste material supply chain negotiating how to share
responsibilities.
An RICP, such as the WLC, also has an evidentiary function when a court is called on determine whether a party in the
Chain of Responsibility (CoR), or an executive, has discharged their obligation under the HVNL.
This WLC has been developed with the advice and assistance of WRIQ (Waste and Recycling Industry Queensland) in
association with NWRIC (National Waste and Recycling Industry Council) and its state-based industry association
affiliates. Each of the state-based industry associations is the peak body for the waste and recycling industry operators
in its own state and NWRIC is the peak body for waste and recycling industry operators nationally.
The WRIQ has consulted nationally throughout the process of developing the WLC, and the state associations have
consulted within their own jurisdictions. Each of them has consulted industry members and groups and other
stakeholders such as local government, transport associations and industry suppliers.
A draft of the WLC was released for industry consultation on August 19, 2019. Feedback received has been considered
and incorporated as required for resubmission to the NHVR.

1.0

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Objective

Commented [CM1]: Changed to bring into line with LHC

The WLC has been established to assist waste and recycling industry operators to better manage the safety of their load
management practices and to comply with the HVNL.
A code of practice is a way to share industry knowledge and experience about how to work safely. Its recommendations
can deliver substantial improvements in safety to individual businesses and to overall safety within an industry.
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Codes of practice also promote consistency in the way that tasks are carried out. If businesses share an understanding
of risks and the best ways to avoid or manage them, they can coordinate better when they work with each other by
using common terminology and aligning systems, processes, and equipment.
The WLC is intended to assist waste and recycling industry participants who are parties in the CoR to comply with their
primary duty obligations. It does this by describing common risks and hazards associated with the waste and recycling
industry and by identifying available controls that can be used to eliminate or minimise those risks.
The WLC does not propose a “one size fits all” solution that every participant in the industry must use. This is because
each business has different resources and constraints and a different risk profile. Instead, the code proposes a range of
control measures that could be adopted. Each business should select and apply the measures that suit their
circumstances and that will eliminate or minimise public risks to the appropriate level.

1.2

Scope

The WLC is relevant to anyone or any business in the waste and recycling industry that uses heavy vehicles to transport
waste material. It not only covers physical activities such as packing, loading, transporting, and unloading, but makes
recommendations about scheduling and consigning loads, managing loading or unloading premises, and communicating
and collaborating with other parties to improve safety and compliance.
The WLC is limited to hazards, risks and controls that are specific to load management in the waste and recycling
industry. The WLC is an adjunct to the Master Code of Practice (MCP) which provides general industry guidance about
safety management and compliance for heavy vehicle transport and should be read alongside it.
This WLC is designed for use by all parties in the CoR for load management activities in the waste and recycling industry.
It is relevant too for their executives and employees including heavy vehicle drivers. Information and recommendations
in this code may also be useful for members of associated industries and their organisations and employees.
The Waste and Recycling Industry practices concerning load management generally relate to the management of
materials to be loaded, the correct loading of a heavy vehicle, safe transport of a load from the facility where the
material is loaded to the facility where the material is to be unloaded and the correct unloading of the heavy vehicle at
the unloading facility. This process comprises the following major activities and their associated hazards and related
risks:

Hazardous materials management

Loading materials

Load dimensions

Load mass compliance

Load restraint

Unloading materials
In sections 3-9 the risks are identified, the hazards are detailed and the controls that can be used for different activities
are tabled. The WLC should be read in conjunction with the MCP.
The identified risks, hazards and suggested controls are tabled as supplementary material to the Master Code. Some
generic risks may appear to provide context.

1.3

Codes of Practice and the Heavy Vehicle National Law

A Code of Practice is best understood as a tool that helps parties in the heavy vehicle CoR to comply with their primary
duty. By adopting recommended controls that suit their circumstances, CoR parties can protect themselves, their
employees, and the public from harm, and prevent damage to property, infrastructure, and the environment. Those
controls may also protect the party from prosecution for a breach of the primary duty (s26C, HVNL).
Whether or not your business adopts the controls recommended by a code of practice, if you are a party in the CoR, the
contents of a code registered under s706 of the HVNL are relevant. If you or your company were charged with breaching
NHVR
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the primary duty, a court would use the contents of a registered code as evidence of what you knew or ought to have
known about the hazards and risks associated with your industry and about the control measures that could be used to
eliminate or minimise those risks. The court would also consider which of those control measures it would have been
reasonably practicable for your business to have implemented.
If your business had implemented a different set of controls to achieve the same safety outcome, a court would still
have regard to the registered code as evidence of what your business knew or should have known about hazards and
risks. It would also assess whether the level of safety that your system achieved was equivalent to or greater than the
safety outcomes that would have been achieved using the controls recommended by the code. In the event of legal
proceedings, there is a procedure to follow if you have used an alternative system rather than adopting
recommendations from a registered code (s632A(5), HVNL).

1.4

Who is a party in the CoR?

The WLC will also help parties in the heavy vehicle Chain of Responsibility (CoR) and their executives, to
comply with their duties. “Chain of Responsibility” is an HVNL term for ten defined functions in the heavy
vehicle supply chain. When a person or business performs one of those functions, they have a primary duty
to ensure the safety of their transport activities.
The parties in the Chain of Responsibility
Employer

If the vehicle’s driver is an employed driver, an employer of the driver eg. a transport
operator

Prime
Contractor

If the vehicle’s driver is self-employed, a prime contractor of the driver

Operator

A person or business who directs the use and control of a vehicle eg. a transport operator,
owner driver

Scheduler

A scheduler of the vehicle eg. a transport operator

Consignor

A consignor of goods in the vehicle. eg. a waste generator

Consignee

A consignee of goods in the vehicle eg. a waste unloading facility

Packer

A packer of any goods in the vehicle eg; someone who fills a skip

Loader

A loader of goods in the vehicle eg: a driver, Loading Facility plant operator

Unloader

An unloader of goods in the vehicle eg. A driver, Unloading Facility plant operator

Loading
Manager

A person or business who manages premises where the goods in the vehicle are loaded or
unloaded and where, on average, five or more heavy vehicles are loaded or unloaded each
day.

* For full definitions, refer to the Glossary
Individual employees are parties in the CoR, but so are the businesses that employ them. Because employers generally
have more control over work practices, training, and resources, they are expected to take the lead in carrying out the
primary duty.
For more information about the parties in the CoR see: https://www.nhvr.gov.au/safety-accreditationcompliance/chain-of-responsibility/the-primary-duty/parties-in-the-cor
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COR Parties in the Waste Industry
Role descriptions used in the industry may not correspond precisely to the defined CoR parties. The Waste and Recycling
Industry is arguably unique in that each of the 6 activities covered by the WLC may be completed in an infinite number
of ways to infinite standards by anyone from the general public to experienced professionals. The material being loaded
can literally be anything and the contents of a load are often never fully identified.
Some scenarios include:










A local Council contracts a transport company to collect aggregated household waste materials from their own
waste facility, where their own employee loads the vehicle, to a final disposal facility not owned by Council.
The materials contain different materials that may be flammable if brought into contact with each other.
A glass recycling company sends their own heavy vehicle driver to collect glass from a Materials Recovery
Facility (MRF) where the MRF machinery operator loads the material. If not loaded evenly or to the correct
level, the vehicle may be unstable or overweight.
A transport operator wins a contract to remove waste from a demolition site to a facility that they nominate.
The demolished steel, timber, masonry, plastics, and other materials are loaded by the demolition company’s
subcontracted excavator operator. If the large and erratically shaped items are poorly loaded, they may move
during transport affecting vehicle balance or protruding beyond legal dimensions.
A skip bin owner driver and his employee drivers are required to collect skip bins filled with assorted household
waste from concrete rubble to metals to dirt, carpets, glass, furniture and garden waste and transport to a
collection of facilities for disposal or recycling, depending on the contents. The bins are loaded by the
homeowners without the owner driver or their drivers present to see what is loaded or how it is loaded.
A truck driver is asked to perform a collection from a building site in a vehicle that does not usually do that
type of work. The vehicle is not equipped with the proper load restraint equipment and the driver has no
experience with that bin type. The bin or its contents may not be restrained strongly enough to secure the bin
or its contents. Nor may the driver be used to the vehicle handling with the different bin, causing a road safety
hazard.

What is a Driver’s role?
An employed driver is not a party in the CoR and the primary duty does not apply to them, however CoR parties cannot
discharge their duties without the involvement and cooperation of drivers. Employers need to recruit skilled drivers,
provide them with the vehicles and equipment that they need and monitor their fitness to drive. To control the risks
described in the WLC, employers - and other parties in the CoR - must enable drivers to carry out the recommended
Driver Actions and assure themselves that these actions are being consistently performed. If they are not, then CoR
parties need to identify the obstacles and address them, whether it is lack of training or time, equipment problems, or
the actions or omissions of others.
Within the waste and recycling industry, drivers may also carry out functions that place them as a CoR party – they
may load trucks, or be called upon to pack waste receptacles such as skips or liquid waste vehicles – so it is important
that employers provide high quality training to ensure these roles are carried out safely and efficiently
As employees at greater risk when things go wrong, drivers should be central to a business’s safety culture and should
be encouraged to report lead and lag indicators and be supported when they do.
(Drivers must also comply with numerous other obligations within the HVNL including loading requirements, mass and
dimension requirements, fatigue management and vehicles standards. See HVNL, Australian Road Rules)

1.5

What is the Primary Duty?

The primary duty is the duty of a party in the CoR to ensure the safety of its transport activities so far as reasonably
practicable.
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The duty can be broken down into two parts; a positive, proactive duty to manage risk, and a prohibition against actions
that would induce others to break laws.
The proactive part of the duty is modelled on the general duty that applies to employers (and others) under work
health and safety laws. Each party must eliminate public risks associated with their transport activities, and to the
extent it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate those public risks, it must minimise them.
Discharging this part of the duty requires continuing and proactive risk management. Duty holders must know their
own business in detail and set out to identify and assess the risks to public safety that arise from the business’s
transport activities. They must then implement measures that will eliminate or minimise those risks and continue to
monitor and adapt their safety systems.

Note: Under the HVNL, “public risk” means risks to drivers, passengers, other road users and members of the public
in the vicinity of roads and public places. It also includes the risk of damage to property, including vehicles and loads,
damage to road infrastructure and harm to the environment.
The prohibitive part of the duty requires each party to ensure that its conduct does not directly or indirectly cause or
encourage—
the driver of the heavy vehicle to contravene the HVNL; or
the driver of the heavy vehicle to exceed a speed limit applying to the driver; or
another person, including another party in the chain of responsibility, to contravene the HVNL
This provision focuses on the impact that a business can have on its own employees and on the employees of other
businesses. It clearly prohibits any kind of reward or inducement for speeding, overloading, exceeding work hours or
other corner cutting. It also applies to conduct which, although not deliberate, has the effect of causing others to speed
or to breach the HVNL.

1.6

What are Transport Activities?

A party’s “transport activities” includes all its activities associated with the use of a heavy vehicle on a road, not just the
key freight tasks such as scheduling, route planning, managing premises, vehicle maintenance, packing, weighing,
loading, restraining, and unloading goods. It includes board decisions, and their implementation, business processes,
recruitment, induction and training, organizational structure, communication systems, negotiations, and contracts with
other parties, and all the policies and procedures of the business that influence the use of heavy vehicles on roads.

1.7

What does “Reasonably Practicable" mean?

“So far as is reasonably practicable” is the standard for how far you must go to eliminate or minimise a risk. Put simply,
it means that you must take every measure that you know of, that is effective and possible to do, and that is not overly
expensive compared to the degree of risk.
You will have to make this assessment yourself, by putting yourself in the position of a hypothetical reasonable person,
and asking whether that person would think you had done enough to manage risk, taking account of:

the degree of risk, and the degree of harm that the risk could cause

what you know or ought to know about hazards, risks, and controls

whether control measures are suitable and available, and

whether the cost of implementing measures is proportionate to the degree of risk
These are the same factors that a court would consider if a business or executive were charged in relation to a breach
of the primary duty.
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Knowledge of risks and controls
You aren’t expected to control risks that you don’t know about or couldn’t be expected to know about, and you aren’t
expected to use control measures that no one in your industry has heard of. But if there are well known risks and control
measures that you don’t implement, then you may be failing in your duty.
Proving what a person knows or ought to know can be complicated, but information included in this code of practice
will be regarded by a court as information about hazards, risks, and controls that everyone in the relevant industry
knows or ought to know (s632A, HVNL).
You aren’t obliged to implement any or all of the recommendations in this code but if you don’t know its contents you
are at a disadvantage. You won’t know safety information that your industry has agreed is relevant, and that a court
would expect you to know. You might also overlook a control measure that is in fact quite effective and relatively
inexpensive to implement.

Availability and suitability
You are not required to implement control measures recommended in this code if they aren’t available or aren’t suitable
for your situation. For example: a tool that is not available in Australia; equipment that has not been adapted to your
operations; practical training that’s only available at a remote location.
A control measure which introduces new risks or that won’t always work would not be suitable. For example: new
equipment that causes complacency about other safety procedures, leading to new risks; training that is ineffective
because of high staff turnover; a procedure that isn’t flexible enough for each of the working methods used in your
business.
Where a recommended control measure is not available or suitable, you are still required to find other ways to eliminate
or minimise the risk.

Relative cost of control measures
You are not required to implement recommended measures if their cost would be grossly disproportionate to the risk.
You must use judgement to determine what would be proportionate, taken account of all the circumstances. You can’t
conclude that the cost is disproportionate based on personal opinion or preference. The conclusion must be one that
would also be reached by another reasonable person, in the same position, and with the same information as you.
It is difficult to anticipate what measures and what expenditure courts would hold to be reasonable in a given situation.
The best approach may be to assume that where overall risks are high, no price is too great to protect the safety of
employees or the public.

Note: in some situations, the risk that an activity creates may be so severe that there are simply no measures
that can eliminate the risk or minimise it to an acceptable level. In that situation, you will have to stop
performing the activity altogether, or find a safer way to achieve the same outcome.

1.8

Principles about the Primary Duty

The HVNL establishes a principle of shared responsibility for the safety of transport activities in the chain of responsibility
(CoR) for a vehicle. The level and nature of a party’s responsibility for a transport activity depends on—


the functions the person performs or is required to perform, whether exclusively or occasionally, rather than—



the person’s job title; or



the person’s functions described in a written contract; and



the nature of the public risk created by the carrying out of the transport activity; and



the party’s capacity to control, eliminate or minimise the risk.
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The HVNL makes explicit that a person may have more than one duty, and more than one person may share the same
duty. Where more than one person has a duty, each duty holder must still comply with that duty to the standard
required by the law – their duty isn’t diminished because it is shared. Each of them must still discharge their duty to
the extent to which they had the capacity to influence and control the matter.

Note: Under the HVNL, the term “person” includes both an individual and a legal person such as a corporation.

1.9

What is Executive Due Diligence?

If you are an executive of a business that has a primary duty you must exercise due diligence to ensure that the business
complies with its primary duty. Failing to do this could expose you to a charge against section 26D of the HVNL.
The term “executive” includes an executive officer, a manager or another person who takes part in the management of
a business. It also includes a director of a company and a partner in a partnership.
Exercising due diligence means to:

acquire and maintain knowledge about conducting transport activities safely

understand the nature of the business’ transport activities, including the hazards and risks associated with those
activities

ensure the business has and uses the resources required to eliminate or minimise the hazards and risks created
by its transport activities

ensure the business has and implements processes to eliminate or minimise the hazards and risks created by its
transport activities and that information about hazards, risks and incidents is received, considered, and
responded to in a timely way
This means that if a code of practice is relevant to your business’s activities, as an executive, you have a duty at the very
least to familiarise yourself with the contents of this code. You can also use the code to develop the safety systems
necessary for the business to meet its primary duty obligations.

1.10

Legal Effect of the WLC

It is not obligatory to adopt any of the recommended controls in the WLC if the same safety outcomes can be
achieved using different methods.
However, you should still be aware of the contents of the WLC, because as a registered code, it has a special status. If
a person or business were charged with breaching the primary duty, a court would consider the risks associated with
their activities and would consider what measures it would have been reasonably practicable for them to have
implemented. The contents of the WLC would be used as evidence of what the person or business ought to have
known about the hazards and risks associated with waste transport and about the control measures that could have
been used to eliminate or minimise those risks.
If your business had implemented a different set of controls to achieve the same safety outcome, a court would have
regard to the WLC as evidence of industry knowledge and it would assess whether the level of safety that your
alternative system achieved was equivalent to or greater than the safety outcomes that would have been achieved
using the controls recommended by the code.
In the event of legal proceedings, there is a procedure to follow if a business uses an alternative system rather than
adopting recommendations from the WLC. (See s 632A(5).
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2.0

ABOUT THE WASTE LOADING CODE

The WLC is voluntary and can be adopted by any responsible party within the waste and recycling industry who
wishes to meet duties and obligations under the HVNL. (It may also be used as general guidance by persons in
Western Australia or the Northern territory however the WLC is not a registered code of practice in those jurisdictions
and will not have the same evidentiary status).
The WLC has been designed to address risks that are unique to waste and recycling transport and require further
guidance than that provided in the MCP. Risk control measures stated in the MCP and the WLC should both be
considered. The WLC should only take precedence over the MCP where the risk management is specific to waste
transport.
The WLC is not an instruction manual, but a resource to help CoR parties and their executives to identify risks in their
activities and implement controls that are reasonably practicable for them in their own circumstances. It is up to
those responsible parties to integrate those controls into the way they carry out their businesses, making the
necessary adaptations – to the controls, or to their resources or procedures – to create a system that will deliver the
intended safety outcomes.
The code recommends different kinds of controls – e.g., vehicle selection, equipment configuration, liaison with other
parties, loading procedure - which will be more or less relevant according to the activities that a business is reviewing.
For example, if facilities are being upgraded, facility design and management controls might require special attention;
a person reviewing a training system would consider recommendations about training and competency assessment;
when new equipment or vehicles are being purchased, then controls about the choice of equipment will be particularly
relevant.

2.1

Working with other parties

Many of the recommended controls relate to procedures and the sharing of information. These can’t be
implemented by one party alone but require collaboration between parties.
The WLC does not tell parties exactly what each of them should do to implement these types of controls. This is
because a prescribed system that works well in one set of circumstances may be unsuitable in another. The WLC
focuses instead on the outcome that should be achieved. CoR parties must determine for themselves what is
reasonably practicable for them to do to exclude or minimise the relevant risk, where they interact with other
parties.
The model work health and safety act requires all duty holders in relation to a matter, so far as reasonably
practicable, to “consult, co-operate and coordinate activities with all other persons who have a duty in relation to the
same matter.”1 The HVNL does not have an equivalent provision, but this is certainly best practice, as well as being
an existing obligation for all parties if they are to comply with their WHS obligations.
It is recommended therefore, that CoR parties liaise with each other to develop the systems and ways of working
that will enable each of them to discharge their duty.
The HVNL includes a relevant principle in section 26B (Principles applying to duties) which states (in part):

1 For example. Work Health and Safety Act 2011 (Qld) s46.
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(2) More than 1 person can concurrently have a duty under this Law and each duty holder must comply with
that duty to the standard required by this Law even if another duty holder has the same duty.
(3) If more than 1 person has a duty for the same matter, each person—
(a) retains responsibility for the person’s duty in relation to the matter; and
(b) must discharge the person’s duty to the extent to which the person—
(i) has the capacity to influence and control the matter; or
(ii) would have had that capacity but for an agreement or arrangement purporting to limit or remove
that capacity.

This means that for each activity that involves risk, it is not a question of which party is responsible for implementing
the relevant control/s. The question is what each party should be doing in relation to the risk. Although each party has
the same duty, what the duty requires of them will differ according to what they do and their capacity to influence and
control the activity.
It is recommended that duty holders use the contents of the WLC as a basis for collaborating with their business
partners to devise the safe systems and procedures that will protect their employees and the public from harm and
prevent damage to infrastructure and the environment.
It is recommended that those arrangements be documented for clarity and consistency, and to ensure that new
employees work to the same systems.
Parties can also choose to include those arrangements in written agreements but should note that a contract can’t
change the duty. For example, a contract stating that a driver is entirely responsible for the safe loading of a vehicle
does not remove or diminish another CoR party’s responsibility for safe loading if in fact they have influence or control
over the activity. (Refer also to the principles noted in section 1.8)

2.2

Applying a Risk Assessment

A risk assessment process should be completed as part of your consideration of the waste transport tasks and is the
best way to determine the measures that should be implemented to control risks best suited to your business.
A risk assessment involves considering what could happen if someone is exposed to a hazard and the likelihood of it
happening. Hazards have the potential to cause different types and severities of harm, ranging from minor discomfort to
a serious injury or death.
A risk assessment can help you determine:





how severe a risk is;
whether any existing control measures are effective;
what action you should take to control the risk; and
how urgently the action needs to be taken.

A risk management process should include the steps in Figure 1. Further detail of the considerations under each step
is summarised in Table 3. The MCP provides further guidance including a step-by-step process for completing a risk
assessment and documenting the process.
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Table 2.2: Risk Assessment Process and Considerations
PROCESS

Identify hazards

CONSIDERATION

Find out what could cause harm:

• physical work environment;
• equipment and materials;
• work tasks and how they are performed; and
• work design and management.
Assess risks

Understand the nature of the harm that could be caused by the hazard, how serious the harm
could be and the likelihood of it happening.

Eliminate risks

It is best to always try and eliminate risk. If eliminating the hazards and associated risks is
not reasonably practicable, you must minimise the risk by one or more of the following as low
as reasonably practicable:

• Substitution — minimise the risk by substituting or replacing a hazard or hazardous work
practice with something that gives rise to a lesser risk.
• Isolation — minimise the risk by isolating or separating the hazard or hazardous work
practice from any person exposed to it.
• Engineering controls — engineering controls are physical control measures to minimise risk.
If risk remains, it must be minimised by implementing administrative controls. Administrative
controls rely on human behaviour and supervision and, used on their own, tend to be least
effective in minimising risks.
A combination of control measures may be required in order to manage the risks. You should
also consider whether your implemented control measures do not introduce new hazards to the
process.

Control risks

NHVR

If it is not reasonably practicable to eliminate the risk, implement the most effective control
measures that are as low as reasonably practicable in the circumstances in accordance with the
hierarchy of control measures, and ensure they remain effective over time.
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Monitor/Review

Monitor controls and regularly review them to ensure they remain fit for purpose, are being
implemented correctly and are working effectively.
Also consider the possibility of new risks.
A review should include inspection, consultation, testing and analysis of records and data.

Further guidance on the risk management process can also be located in the Code of Practice: How to manage work health and safety
risks, Safe Work Australia.

NHVR
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2.3

Documentation and implementation

Commented [JR5]: Good discussion.

This Code of Practice is intended to assist you to operate safely and efficiently, while maintaining compliance with the
provisions of the Heavy Vehicle National Law. It includes suggestions for processes that may be documented for your
operational workforce to follow to ensure that activities are safe, guide continuous improvement and provide
assurance that your operations are compliant with regulatory requirements. A list of these documentation suggestions
may be found in Appendix D. However, no amount of documentation can make an activity safe: that requires good
planning, implementation, monitoring and review of the documented processes to continuously improve their
effectiveness.

Commented [JR6]: Links to 3.1, but no clear recommendation
about what and why to document or how to use.
Commented [CM7R6]: Amended.

Effective training of staff including supervisors, schedules that allow time for drivers to safely carry out their work, and
a commitment to strive for best practice will lead to high quality outcomes. While hazards will always be a part of
transport activities, risks can be managed effectively with good work practices and well-designed equipment that is
maintained in good working order.
All the controls listed below will only be effective if workers are provided with the skills, knowledge, time, and
management support required to effectively manage risks within their workplace.
It is not suggested that you should produce separate documentation for processes that are common to managing
different hazards. For example, a process for identifying and segregating hazardous materials may be applicable to
several different situations. Some process documentation may contain several different sub-processes. For example,
you might document a process for picking up and transporting skips that combines several of the suggested
documented processes as parts of a single operational task.

3.0

Risk: Exposure to hazardous materials

Commented [JR8]: Consider separating out the environmental
exposure from the risks to drivers/ public.

If hazardous materials are present in a waste stream they present a risk to the safety of workers, members of the public
and the environment. When the presence of hazardous materials is known to waste vehicle operators, appropriate
controls can be implemented to ensure the risk of harm is low. However, if hazardous materials are present without the
knowledge of the operator or other parties in the chain of responsibility, management is difficult and may be ineffective
in preventing a safety incident. For example, a pallet of batteries that is properly labelled, packaged and handled may
be carried safely, while a single battery hidden in a binload of other waste has the potential to cause a catastrophic fire.
Corrosive (acid or alkali) materials present a high risk of injury or death to people who come in contact with them. They
also have a high potential to damage infrastructure and to cause environmental harm. They may rapidly degrade the
structural integrity of waste receptacles such as bins, and the bodies of waste trucks, which can reduce the effectiveness
of containment and allow waste to escape to the environment.
Toxic and biohazardous materials, including solids, liquids and gases, if not properly contained, may cause significant
negative health effects and environmental harm.
Volatile flammable materials may be ignited by spark or excess heat, or through reaction with other materials, and
accelerate a fire rapidly, making it much more difficult to extinguish
Waste material that is not typically regarded as intrinsically hazardous may cause a risk of harm if not kept contained
within the body of a waste vehicle or receptacle during loading and transport operations. Materials that escape
containment create a hazard to road users and pedestrians and cause littering. If they escape into waterways, they may
persist in those environments for long periods. Plastic waste has been identified as causing significant harm to aquatic
animals. Organic materials, including food wastes, can release noxious decomposition products and damage waterways.
Hazardous waste disposal should be carried out in compliance with the requirements of the relevant State or Federal
regulation. A list of agencies from each jurisdiction may be found on the National Environmental Protection council’s
website at http://nepc.gov.au/node/9/. This list is reproduced in Appendix A.
Transport of dangerous goods is regulated by Competent Authorities in each State. The Australian Dangerous Goods
Code sets out the requirements for safe transport of dangerous goods and has a contact list for the Competent Authority

Commented [JR9]: Doesn't need capitals.
Commented [CM10R9]: Following the convention in the ADG
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Commented [CM11R9]:
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in each State jurisdiction (reproduced in Appendix B). Any enquiries in relation to carriage of hazardous waste should
be referred to those authorities.

3.1

Hazard: Hazardous materials mixed with non-hazardous waste

Control: train waste generators to identify hazardous materials unsuitable for disposal as general waste.
Control: train waste generators to identify hazardous materials that cannot be stored together safely.
Control: provide appropriate receptacles and segregation methods to store incompatible waste types. For
example, sealable containers for disposal of oily wastes, non-conductive containers for batteries, etc
Control: adjacent to waste receptacles, provide a quick reference guide for users to identify an appropriate
receptacle for each waste type.
Control: provide transport operators with a list of hazardous materials to be loaded when ordering
Control: ensure that hazardous material identification, control and incident management procedures are
properly understood by workers and supervisors. For example, provide a quick reference guide for operators
in the cab of loading machinery, with a descriptive list of typical hazardous waste items
Control: for kerbside collection, educate waste generators to avoid putting hazardous materials in the bin.
Provide safe alternatives for waste generators to dispose of hazardous or regulated materials.
Control: for kerbside collection, implement a process to check, assess and control the risk presented by
hazardous items in bins. This may include visual and electronic inspection of contents as they are discharged
from the bin into the waste transport vehicle.
Control: monitor and report back to waste generator when hazardous waste is found mixed with general
waste.
Control: identify which types of waste a receiving facility is licensed to accept
Control: have copies of the waste receiving facility site licence and approvals available for reference, to ensure
that waste is not unloaded at a site which is not properly equipped to manage it.

3.2

Hazard: Waste transport vehicles and associated plant and
equipment are degraded by exposure to hazardous materials

Control: determine the suitability of different waste haulage vehicle models and body specifications for
specific types of waste and handling hardware.
Control: determine the suitability of waste receptacle types for specific types of waste
Control: ensure hazardous wastes are properly contained within secure, locked containers and do not leak
through overfilling or poor handling practices.
Control: evaluate the need for specialised body surface treatments or other manufacturing specifications for
specific waste types. For example, polymer coating to reduce the effect of corrosive chemicals on metal body
components, or secondary containment such as bunded trays to capture spills and prevent release to the
environment.
Control: remove corrosive or solvent chemical contamination from waste haulage vehicles, receptacles, and
equipment as soon as possible after exposure.

4.0

Risk: Fire, explosion

Fires and explosions caused by undetected hazardous materials with a load of waste are obvious hazards that need to
be controlled when transporting waste, particularly in trucks that use compaction or other forms of mechanical handling
to consolidate the load. These systems can rupture containers of hazardous materials, cause sparks from metal objects
and can cause a short circuit to occur in batteries. While trucks generally have fire extinguishers and spill control kits as
required, the driver may not be equipped with the necessary PPE or other resources, including training, to respond
safely. Continual communication between all parties involved in waste generation, loading, transport and unloading is
essential to identify hazardous materials and improve risk management processes.
Batteries, particularly lithium ion batteries, have been identified as a significant potential cause of fires in waste vehicles
and waste receiving facilities. They can rapidly become thermally unstable if damaged or short-circuited, causing them
NHVR
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to release toxic gases and to ignite, or ignite other materials around them. They are difficult for drivers to detect when
loading, because they are small and often inside some other device. It is strongly recommended that operators place a
high priority on implementing controls to manage this risk.

4.1

Hazard: Hazardous materials are present in a load and react or ignite

Control: train drivers to act to effectively respond to incidents resulting from chemical reactions or other
interactions within the load insofar as that action can be carried out safely. This may include responding to
fires, vehicle damage from explosion of gas containers, toxic/flammable/corrosive liquids leaking or other
incidents.
Control: train drivers in the use of on-vehicle hazardous material control equipment, such as fire
extinguishers, PPE and spill kits.
Control: check the on-vehicle hazardous material control equipment regularly at appropriate intervals and
immediately replace any which does not meet the test criteria or has been used in an incident response.
Control: provide area or vehicle specific information, such as local emergency unloading locations, for a load
on fire.
Control: review all incident reports to identify high risk activities, vehicles, waste materials, routes or other
factors and consider methods to reduce the risk of occurrence and reduce the risk to public safety and the
environment

5.0

Risk: Excess or poorly distributed loading causes infrastructure
damage, increases mechanical wear or impairs vehicle
controllability
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Overloading heavy vehicles reduces safety for the driver, other roads users and pedestrians. It reduces steering and
braking effectiveness and leads to increased wear on components, which can lead to breakage. Poorly distributed
loads or loads that can shift during transport can reduce vehicle stability, leading to greater risk of rollover or loss of
driver control.
In addition, roads are designed to safely carry standard wheel loads and will be degraded by vehicles which are
overloaded. Bridges may be seriously damaged by vehicles which exceed the designed carrying capacity. The HVNL
restricts the mass of heavy vehicles and their loads according to the road network they are using and the type of
suspension system and tyres fitted.
Vehicles must be loaded to comply with these regulatory requirements. Use of certified weighbridges at the point of
loading is the most reliable way to ensure that axle group loads, and GVM/GCM/ATM are compliant. Alternative
methods may be used, with appropriate margins of error to provide assurance to the operator that vehicle mass is
compliant. Refer to the Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulations for mass limits that apply
to heavy vehicles.
Heavy vehicles and associated equipment such as trailers and bins are specified by the manufacturer with maximum
load capacities. If a vehicle is overloaded the maximum capacity of heavy vehicle components or the bins into which
material may be loaded could be exceeded risking damage and equipment failure. This could lead to vehicle damage,
accidents, and major safety risks.
In the waste industry, it is likely that a vehicle will have load masses that vary for what may be considered the same
source material, such as demolition or construction waste which could include steel, timber, or polystyrene, among
other items. It is also the case that safe loading masses and volumes will vary depending on the material being carried.
For example, a vehicle may be safer with a higher mass of broken glass, which is stable and has a low centre of gravity,
than with recyclable steel from a landfill which is unpredictably shaped and sized and may move during transport.

5.1

Hazard: Load exceeds regulated mass limits

Control: Clearly mark each piece of transport plant with the relevant mass limits, including gross mass and
axle group load limits
NHVR
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Control: train loading plant operators in the loading limits for specific vehicles and combinations.
Control: provide loading plant operators with a quick reference guide to safe loading that the transport
organisation may have established to ensure safe vehicle handling characteristics.
Control: provide a quick reference guide for loading plant operators in the cabin of the plant, which details
maximum legal loads and how to assess when that has been achieved for all truck types and materials using
the facility.
Control: train workers to follow procedure for prompt rectification of overloads.
Control: use a weighbridge, if it is available, before entering and leaving the site. Record the waste vehicle’s
registered GVM, axle group loads and gross mass as loaded.
Control: if the facility is able to monitor the weight of the loaded vehicle as it leaves the facility, it should
disallow the exit of any vehicle that has been overloaded and direct it for load rectification.
Control: for kerbside collection and other operations which involve incremental loading, use calibrated onboard scales.
Control: record and review load mass data to identify any loads that were transported exceeding the
established maximum mass and put in place corrective action procedures to avoid future overloads.
Control: record load mass data to reduce mass variation between loads. If there are high and low weight
loads, advise of any opportunity to level out vehicle loads to provide more predictable vehicle handling for
the driver
Control: ensure all staff are properly qualified, experienced, trained and managed by competent supervisors
Control: train drivers to understand the safe operational load for specific waste types for any vehicle they
operate and legal mass limits for roads or road infrastructure they may be required to use
Control: ensure that vehicles used for transport are compliant with road manager regulatory requirements

5.2

Hazard: Heavily loaded vehicles reduce safety margins in operation

Control: train drivers to understand and safely adapt to the effect of vehicle loaded mass on cornering,
braking and acceleration. This training should be provided for all vehicle and load types to be operated.
Control: adjust driving behaviour to suit the loaded mass of the vehicle.
Control: train drivers in appropriate corrective action for an overloaded vehicle

5.3

Hazard: Increased mechanical component wear reduces vehicle
controllability

Control: procure and allocate the correct vehicle(s) for the work required.
Control: remove vehicles reported as unsafe from service while faults are rectified
Control: ensure vehicles are properly inspected after rectification before being returned to service
Control: determine mass of proposed material and receptacles to be loaded
Control: ensure that mass of material to be loaded will not cause the pickup vehicle to exceed regulated mass
limits (Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulation).
Control: train drivers to inspect and assess vehicle maintenance faults. For example, leaking hydraulic fluid,
worn or broken parts, unusual noises or responses to use of vehicle controls, etc.
Control: train drivers to report vehicle faults

6.0

Risk: Over dimension vehicle impacts roadside infrastructure or
other vehicles

If a heavy vehicle or its load protrudes beyond the regulated 2.5 metre width, it dramatically increases the risk of
collision with another road user or fixed object on the roadside. Many urban roads have narrow lanes bringing heavy
vehicles closer to vehicles travelling in the same direction and opposite direction. A wide load or long load also increases
the risk of impacting a street side sign or other infrastructure, particularly when turning.
NHVR
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Loads that exceed the maximum allowable distance from the rear axle group, and indeed any load that is longer than
usual for any vehicle type, create the need for a wider path when turning, which requires careful route selection.
Many roads, especially smaller local roads, have obstacles that may be impacted by larger heavy vehicle loads. These
include trees, signs, parked cars, bridges, and buildings close to the side of the road and overhanging power lines and
branches. Local councils and state road departments work to national standards when designing, building and policing
roads so it is important that heavy vehicles use the same standards when traversing them to avoid the possibility of a
collision.
Wide and high loads are also constrained in their ability to use the road shoulder to avoid a road collision due to the
higher risk of contact with lower trees, signs, etc.
Longer, higher, and wider loads can create a larger physical profile but the change in load dimensions can also change
the steering, braking and general driving characteristics of the vehicle and any trailer. For example, a longer load may
reduce the weight on the steer axle and reduce steer tyre traction. A high load may increase the chance of a vehicle
tipping during cornering. Wind may affect vehicle handling when carrying high loads or long loads.

Commented [JR23]: Good detail.

Heavy vehicles that exceed the maximum height requirement of 4.3 metres are at risk of colliding with powerlines,
bridges, tree branches and signs that have been installed or maintained to be above 4.3 metres. Lower height limits also
confront heavy vehicle operators in areas such as underground car parks, bridges, local streets, and private property.
As is the case with most heavy vehicle collisions, impacts can cause major injury, damage the vehicle and other property
and in the case of power lines impacts can become an immediate and serious health hazard.
Some types of waste vehicles carry loads, such as demolition waste, car bodies and other types of irregularly shaped
and sized materials, that by their nature are difficult to pack and restrain to prevent movement during transport . Given
their varied nature, materials may move during transport to exceed legal dimensions. This can cause impact with low
bridges, trees, signs, other road users, pedestrians, or powerlines.
Refer to Schedule 6 of the Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulation for dimension
requirements.

6.1

Hazard: Load exceeds authorised dimension limits

Control: train drivers to understand the maximum legal load dimensions for the specified vehicle
Control: for vehicles fitted with specialised loading or material handling equipment, refer to the
manufacturer’s documented specification for dimensions of waste receptacles to be accommodated.
Control: have a mechanism for checking the load dimensions after loading and before using the road network
Control: plan loads so that maximum legal dimensions are not exceeded, where possible
Control: monitor loading to identify and rectify potential over-dimension risks. For example, waste that may
move during transport.
Control: train the weighbridge operator or gate operator do a simple check on important safety factors such
as load dimensions as the vehicle is leaving the site.
Control: measure the vehicle loaded height, either directly, or by passing under a height gauge to assess
compliance with maximum height rules.
Control: Implement a loading procedure to rectify over dimension loads prior to transport, to ensure a stable
and safe load

6.2

Hazard: Altered vehicle handling and performance in an emergency

Control: plan loading to avoid over-dimension loads where possible
Control: train drivers to understand and safely adapt to the effect of over-dimension loads on cornering,
braking, and steering

6.3
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Control: check routes to ensure there will be no obstacles to the vehicle due to the dimensions of the load
Control: train drivers to adapt driving behaviour to avoid other road users and roadside infrastructure

7.0

Risk: Vehicle Rollover

Vehicle instability and potentially, rollover, can result from poorly constructed loads and from operations on soft or
sloping ground. Vehicles operating in the waste industry are exposed to both these hazards during normal operations.
Due to the nature of the task, load details may not be available before arrival at the Loading Facility or after emptying
receptacles into the body of the truck. As discussed in Section 4.0 above, mass distribution and total mass are significant
safety risk factors in operations of heavy vehicles. If unusual sizes or shapes of waste material cause the weight of a load
to be unevenly distributed, the vehicle may be heavier on one side than the other, increasing the chance of rolling over
or loss of control during cornering. If a load shifts during cornering, the vehicle may roll or experience a sudden loss of
control.
Many incidents have occurred when the loaded mass causes a rollover, either due to the load being overweight, the
load shifting, or the mass being unbalanced.
A load mass that might be compliant with regulation may still cause safety concerns if the vehicle is operating on soft
or uneven and sloping ground. A truck may become bogged or slide during loading or unloading due to the added mass
of the load or may roll if loading or unloading across a slope. Skip trucks, which pick up a heavy load well outside the
wheelbase of the truck, may be more prone to lifting steer axles when loading or unloading on a slope. They may become
unstable if the ground is soft and the stabilising outriggers are unable to find effective purchase. During unloading, when
a load may be lifted considerably above the bed of the truck, or a tipping body is lifted, the centre of gravity is raised
and the risk of rollover or uncontrolled load discharge is increased.
In addition to these factors, loads must be restrained correctly to ensure they do not shift during transport. See Section
7 of this Code of Practice and Schedule 7 of the Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulations.
Refer to the National Transport Commission’s Load Restraint Guide for recommendations of techniques that may be
used to comply with Regulations.

7.1

Hazard: Unbalanced or loose loads cause vehicle instability and
rollover

Control: provide loading plans to loading facility operators
Control: train loading facility loading plant operators to understand and follow loading plans.
Control: provide an easy reference sheet or checklist for loading facility operators to enhance awareness of
operational standards for different material types and mixes.

7.2

Hazard: Slippery or unstable ground when loading or unloading
results in vehicle instability

Control: train unloading facility staff and heavy vehicle drivers in site-specific procedures.
Control: assess the surface conditions and any hazards as the heavy vehicle traverses towards the unloading
point. Consider recent weather or earthmoving activity at the site
Control: ensure driver is made aware of people, plant or equipment entering the area in which the truck is
operating.
Control: train driver in use of safety equipment fitted to truck, such as reversing cameras, alarms, and braking
functions
Control: define a safety perimeter around the loading/unloading area and restrict access with traffic cones,
bollards, barrier tape, etc.
Control: provide unloading facility supervisory staff with a checklist for ongoing safety assessment of the
unloading area as it changes with material received and removed
Control: maintain a safe and efficient area for unloading, including any changes necessary with material being
received and removed
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Control: monitor weather, ground and site conditions and act to ensure changing conditions do not increase
the risk of an incident.

7.3

Hazard: Incorrect operation of waste vehicle loading/unloading
equipment causes vehicle to tip over

Control: train waste vehicle operators in safe use of loading/unloading equipment.
Control: provide waste vehicle operators with manufacturers’ specified conditions for safe operation, eg;
maximum slope, maximum safe working load of loading equipment, use of stabilising devices, etc.

8.0

Risk: Injuries or damage caused by loss of load

Waste material is loaded for transport in a variety of ways, depending on the properties of the vehicle and of the
material itself. For example, it may be contained in a bin, such as a 15m3 skip, loaded into an enclosed trailer such as a
walking floor trailer, be strapped to the deck of a flatbed vehicle, enclosed in a compactor body or tank or secured for
transport using other methods.
Unlike other transported freight, the exact contents of a load of waste are often unknown. It’s not uncommon for a
driver to be unaware of the type of waste to be transported until they arrive to collect the load. The waste generator
might also be ignorant of its exact contents, particularly if it is in a locked or sealed container or if loads have been
consolidated.
Waste material differs from other transported materials in that it is often loose, variable in size, mass, or density, difficult
to load evenly and may contain potentially explosive or flammable materials. Loading and unloading may take place in
a range of environments including outdoor sites, processing facilities and waste disposal premises and may be done by
persons with variable skill and training.
There is no single model for the arrangements or contracts made for loads that pass through many pairs of hands, and
there may be variation in the equipment, staff and systems at each loading or unloading site and the allocation of
responsibility for different roles.
Heavy vehicles are required to secure loads to the truck in compliance with the loading performance standards defined
in Schedule 7 of the Heavy Vehicle (Mass Dimension and Loading) National Regulation. If a load moves on the truck, it
can change the braking and steering characteristics of the vehicle and cause a potential risk for the driver and other
road users. For example, a waste receptacle or waste that is inadequately restrained may fall from the truck, creating a
safety risk for other road users and pedestrians and may cause infrastructure damage.

8.1

Hazard: Loading of waste onto a heavy vehicle may be controlled by
other parties who lack expertise or equipment to load the vehicle
correctly.

Control: ensure that staff at Loading Facilities are trained to comply with regulated Mass, Dimension and
Loading requirements. Refer to Heavy Vehicle (Mass, Dimension and Loading) National Regulations , Load
Restraint Guide | National Transport Commission (ntc.gov.au)
Control: train drivers and loading/unloading facility staff in safe loading practice relevant to the facility where
the activity is being carried out
Control: train waste vehicle drivers to assess acceptability of loads as presented.
Control: train waste vehicle drivers to decline acceptance of non-compliant loads
Control: establish a safe area at the site for the vehicle being loaded to park during loading so that the vehicle
can be loaded correctly for safe transport and any loading mass issues can be identified during and after
loading.
Control: train drivers in the use of load restraint equipment and in the load restraint requirements for each
of the types of waste vehicles and waste materials they will be transporting
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Control: conduct random audits of vehicles to ensure that trucks are loaded correctly and load restraint
correctly applied. Record and assess data from audits to inform any corrective action that may need to be
taken to improve operational practice

8.2

Hazard: Load inadequately restrained to meet performance
standards

Control: Procure the correct vehicles for the work required. For example, match vehicle to bin or skip type.
Control: Establish the suitability of vehicle/bin/compactor/trailer combinations for the transport of the
specific material(s) to be loaded
Control: train drivers in load restraint techniques specific to the types of loads and types of trucks they will
be responsible for. For example, chain attachment points for skips or bins, correct method for restraining
IBCs or bagged waste, correct method for restraining irregularly shaped loads such as car bodies, etc.
Control: have safety and environmental harm minimisation procedures in place
Control: provide a properly maintained spill control kit or similar, stored in a safe, readily accessible location
on each vehicle
Control: train drivers to act to mitigate safety risks and environmental harm in the event of an unrestrained
load.
Control: inspect vehicle to ensure that waste cannot be blown or spilled out of containment during transport.
For example, nets or tarps are correctly installed over skips or tipper bodies, all waste dumped into a
compactor has been captured within the body, liquid waste tanks have properly closed hatches and valves,
etc.
Control: provide suitable restraints such as straps, chains and covers to restrain the load
Control: ensure site staff and loading operators have a procedure for ensuring that items do not protrude
from a load, including those that may move during loading or transit and become a protruding hazard
Control: ensure that no loads leave the site that have been loaded with waste items that are unrestrained or
inadequately restrained
Control: ensure weighbridge or checking staff can see the top of high bins or trailers to identify protruding
items or unstable loading conditions. Consider camera or sensor use for maximum legal heights
Control: record, report and review incidents to inform improvements in load restraint techniques and training

8.3
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Hazard: Hazardous waste receptacle locks are incorrectly installed,
damaged or faulty

Hazardous wastes in commercial quantities require specialist training, licensing, and processes. Receptacles such as IBCs
and tanks should have lockable lids secured to the container to ensure that wastes do not come into contact with
workers or members of the public. Receptacles must not be filled or handled in a manner that causes waste to be
released. Refer to the Australian Dangerous Goods Code

9.0

Risk: Injuries or damage caused by vehicle during loading/unloading
operations

Waste vehicles often operate in complex confined conditions with little visibility or room to manoeuvre. During loading
operations, a vehicle may be required to operate in low light and with no assistance in places where members of the
public, parked vehicles, roadside furniture or building features may obstruct access, limit driver vision, and create
distraction. There may be need to access narrow sites in urban areas, sometimes with limited vertical clearance and
high levels of vehicle or foot traffic. On some sites, there may be other heavy vehicles and plant competing for space to
load or unload and site personnel may be applying pressure to complete the task quickly. Some waste vehicles use a
tipping motion to unload which sees the trailer extended over 10 metres into the air. This may exposing it to crosswinds,
sometimes on soft, unstable, or sloping ground. The risk of a collision with another vehicle, heavy machinery operating
in the area, site infrastructure and buildings or other unseen obstacles including pedestrian traffic must be managed
diligently.
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9.1

Hazard: Injury to pedestrians caused by heavy vehicle during loading

Control: assess the operating conditions at all sites. For example, times and volumes of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flows, obstacles to driver vision, direction of safest access to loading site, necessity for driver
assistance such as traffic control/spotter, etc.
Control: schedule operations where possible to avoid busy traffic and pedestrian movements.
Control: train drivers, allocators, supervisors in documented safe operating procedures
Control: train drivers to perform a site safety inspection and assessment before commencing any activity in
areas trafficked by pedestrians, or where it is suspected people may be present. For example, crossing a
footpath to enter a property, entering a narrow city lane where there may be people sleeping rough, moving
off after loading a wheelie bin at roadside collection, etc.
Control: provide portable safety barriers and traffic warning cones for deployment by drivers as necessary to
assist in excluding pedestrians from the truck operating area
Control: train drivers in use of safety barriers/traffic cones, etc.
Control: provide traffic control/spotters where necessary
Control: install vehicle lighting to assist driver vision
Control: install electronic driver aids. For example, reversing cameras, blind spot cameras, vulnerable road
user detection systems, advanced emergency braking systems, etc.
Control: install warning lights, flashers, and beacons on all heavy vehicles
Control: train drivers to use electronic driver aids and warning light systems

9.2

Hazard: Damage to infrastructure or buildings caused by vehicle
during loading

Control: assess the operating conditions at all sites
Control: determine the suitability of available plant and vehicles in the fleet before accepting a contract to
perform the work
Control: ensure that appropriate plant is despatched for each site
Control: create safe operating procedures for all sites. Sites with complex operating environments that
increase safety risk, as discussed above in the preamble to this section, should have specific risk mitigation
processes documented
Control: train drivers, allocators, supervisors in safe operating procedures for each site they are required to
access. This may include specific instructions in relation to approaching a narrow access, or instructions on
vehicle positioning to avoid low overhead clearance, etc
Control: train driver to perform a site assessment before entering limited access areas
Control: allow sufficient room around the vehicle to be able to load safely
Control: install electronic driver aids and vehicle lighting to assist driver vision and improve awareness when
approaching obstacles. For example, cameras, audible distance warning systems, rear or side mounted
floodlights
Control: train drivers in use and interpretation of electronic driver aids
Control: ensure waste receptacles can be readily and safely handled for movement to a safe location for
loading if necessary
Control: ensure drivers are trained in operational dimensions of truck-mounted plant and any waste handling
equipment to be used in the loading process. For example, height required to lift a skip or bin; swing radius
of front, side or rear lifting plant, dimensions of bins/skips, etc

9.3

Hazard: Damage to other vehicles or mobile plant caused by heavy
vehicle during loading

Control: assess the operating conditions at all sites. For example, times and volumes of pedestrian and
vehicular traffic flows, obstacles to driver vision, direction of safest access to loading site, necessity for driver
assistance such as traffic control/spotter, etc.
Control: train drivers, allocators, supervisors in documented safe operating procedures
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Control: train drivers to perform a site safety assessment before commencing any activity in areas trafficked
by vehicles or mobile plant
Control: provide traffic control/spotters where necessary
Control: Install electronic driver aids. For example, reversing cameras, blind spot cameras, etc.
Control: Install warning lights, flashers, and beacons on all heavy vehicles
Control: train drivers to use electronic driver aids and warning light systems

10.0 Risk: Injuries or damage due to liquid waste operations
Liquid waste operations may include handling of portable containers, such as IBCs or drums, and bulk liquid wastes in
tankage, including a wide variety of materials in the contents. Wastes may be fully liquid or may contain solid
components. Density and viscosity wary widely and will have significant impacts on your choice of controls to manage
the hazards. In general, risks associated with liquid waste mirror those for solid waste, however the specific hazards
and necessary controls may vary somewhat.
Hazardous wastes and dangerous goods are to be handled in accordance with the Australian Dangerous Goods Code.

11.0 GLOSSARY
11.1 HVNL Definitions
ATM (aggregate trailer mass) (HVNL s5), of a heavy trailer, means the total maximum mass of the trailer, as stated by
the manufacturer together with its load and the mass imposed on the towing vehicle by the trailer when the towing
vehicle and trailer are on a horizontal surface.
Business practices (HVNL s5), of a person, means the person’s practices in running a business associated with the use
of a heavy vehicle on a road, including:
a)
the operating policies and procedures of the business; and
b)
the human resource and contract management arrangements of the business; and
c)
the arrangements for preventing or minimising public risks associated with the person’s practices
Dimension requirement (HVNL s5) means:
a)
a prescribed dimension requirement (under HVNL s 101); or
b)
a requirement as to a dimension limit relating to a heavy vehicle under a condition to which a mass or dimension
authority is subject (where the dimension limit is more restrictive than the relevant prescribed dimension
requirement); or
c)
a requirement as to a dimension limit under a PBS vehicle approval; or
d)
a requirement as to a dimension limit indicated by an official traffic sign; or
e)
a requirement as to a dimension limit for a component vehicle as prescribed by a heavy vehicle standard
Due diligence (HVNL s26D) includes taking reasonable steps:
a)
to acquire, and keep up to date, knowledge about the safe conduct of transport activities; and
b)
to gain an understanding of—
i.
the nature of the legal entity’s transport activities; and
ii.
the hazards and risks, including the public risk, associated with those activities; and
c)
to ensure the legal entity has, and uses, appropriate resources to eliminate or minimise those hazards and risks;
and
d)
to ensure the legal entity has, and implements, processes—
i.
to eliminate or minimise those hazards and risks; and
ii.
for receiving, considering, and responding in a timely way to, information about those hazards and risks
and any incidents; and
iii.
for complying with the legal entity’s safety duties; and
e)
to verify the resources and processes mentioned in paragraphs (c) and (d) are being provided, used and
implemented.
Executive (HVNL s26D), of a legal entity, means:
a)
for a corporation – an executive officer of the corporation; or
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b)
c)

for an unincorporated partnership – a partner in the partnership; or
for an unincorporated body – a management member of the body.

Executive officer, (HVNL s5) of a corporation, means:
a)
a director of the corporation; or
b)
any person, by whatever name called and whether or not the person is a director of the corporation, who is
concerned or takes part in the management of the corporation.
GCM (gross combination mass) (HVNL s5), of a motor vehicle, means the total maximum loaded mass of the motor
vehicle and any vehicles it may lawfully tow at any given time—
a)
if the registration authority has specified the total maximum loaded mass of the motor vehicle and any vehicles
it may lawfully tow at any given time—specified by the registration authority; or
b)
otherwise—stated by the motor vehicle’s manufacturer.
GVM (gross vehicle mass) (HVNL s5), of a vehicle, means the maximum loaded mass of the vehicle:
a)
specified by the registration authority (if the registration authority has specified the vehicle’s maximum loaded
mass); or
b)
otherwise stated by the vehicle’s manufacturer
Heavy Vehicle (HVNL s6) means a vehicle with a GVM or ATM of more than 4.5t, or a combination that includes a vehicle
with a GVM or ATM of more than 4.5t.
Loading requirements (HVNL s 110), are the requirements prescribed in Schedule 7 of the Heavy Vehicle (Mass,
Dimension and Loading) National Regulation, about securing a load on a heavy vehicle or a component of a heavy
vehicle. The loading requirements may include requirements about the restraint or positioning of a load or any part of
it on a motor vehicle or trailer.
Mass requirement (HVNL s5) means:
a)
a prescribed mass requirement (under HVNL s 95); or
b)
a requirement as to a mass limit relating to a heavy vehicle under a condition to which a mass or dimension
authority is subject (where the mass limit is lower than the relevant prescribed mass requirement); or
c)
a requirement as to a mass limit under a PBS vehicle approval; or
d)
a requirement as to a mass limit indicated by an official traffic sign; or
e)
a requirement as to a mass limit under the GVM or GCM for a heavy vehicle; or
f)
a requirement as to a mass limit for a component vehicle as stated by the manufacturer or as prescribed by a
heavy vehicle standard.
Party in the chain of responsibility (HVNL s5), for a heavy vehicle, means each of the following persons:
a)
if the vehicle’s driver is an employed driver – an employer of the driver
b)
if the vehicle’s driver is a self-employed driver – a prime contractor for the driver
c)
an operator of the vehicle
d)
a scheduler for the vehicle
e)
a consignor of any goods in the vehicle
f)
a consignee of any goods in the vehicle
g)
a packer of any goods in the vehicle
h)
a loading manager for any goods in the vehicle
i)
a loader of any goods in the vehicle
j)
an unloader of any goods in the vehicle.
Public risk (HVNL s5) means:
a)
a safety risk; or
b)
a risk of damage to road infrastructure.
Public safety (HVNL s5) means the safety of persons or property, including the safety of:
a)
the drivers of, and passengers and other persons in, vehicles and combinations; and
b)
persons or property in or in the vicinity of, or likely to be in or in the vicinity of, road infrastructure and public
places; and
c)
vehicles and combinations and any loads in them.
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Regular loading or unloading premises (HVNL s5) for heavy vehicles, means premises at or from which an average of at
least 5 heavy vehicles are loaded or unloaded on each day the premises are operated for loading or unloading heavy
vehicles.
Safety risk (HVNL s5) means a risk:
a)
to public safety; or
b)
of harm to the environment.
Transport activities (HVNL s5) means activities, including business practices and making decisions, associated with the
use of a heavy vehicle on a road, including, for example:
a)
contracting, directing, or employing a person:
i.
to drive the vehicle; or
ii.
to carry out another activity associated with the use of the vehicle (such as maintaining or repairing the
vehicle); or
b)
consigning goods for transport using the vehicle; or
c)
scheduling the transport of goods or passengers using the vehicle; or
d)
packing goods for transport using the vehicle; or
e)
managing the loading of goods onto or unloading of goods from the vehicle; or
f)
loading goods onto or unloading goods from the vehicle; or
g)
receiving goods unloaded from the vehicle.

11.2

Other Definitions

Australian Dangerous Goods (ADG) Code provides consistent technical requirements for the land transport of
dangerous goods across Australia. The ADG Code should be read in conjunction with relevant state or territory law.
Axle group load means the total mass on an axle group, including the mass due to the truck and the mass due to the
load.
Certified weighbridge is a weighbridge that has been calibrated and certified to meet National Measurement Institute
requirements
Chain of responsibility means the interconnected functional roles which have obligations to ensure that transport
operations within their control proceed safely. There are 10 functional roles which are defined as parties to the chain
of responsibility with the HVNL. See s26A-E
Code of Practice is a document which establishes standards and procedures for parties in the chain of responsibility to
identify, analyse, evaluate, and mitigate risks associated with meeting obligations under the Heavy Vehicle National Law
(HVNL)
Consignee is a CoR party which receives goods transported by a heavy vehicle.
Consignor is a CoR party which consigns goods for transport by a heavy vehicle.
Controls are the activities undertaken and physical resources used to eliminate or minimise risk.
CoR means Chain of Responsibility.
Dangerous goods means any material which is listed as a dangerous good in the Australian Dangerous Goods Code or
which has characteristics that require handling precautions to ensure safety during transport.
Employer is a CoR party that employs a heavy vehicle driver
Hazard is anything with the potential to cause harm or loss. This could be an activity or behaviour, a physical object, a
situation, or a management practice.
Hazardous material is any item or agent (biological, chemical, radiological, and/or physical), which has the potential to
cause harm to humans, animals, the environment or the transported load or heavy vehicle, because it is readily ignitable,
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reactive, corrosive or toxic. Guidance on transport and storage of hazardous materials is available in the Australian
Dangerous Goods Code
HVNL stands for Heavy Vehicle National Law.
Industry is the Waste and Recycling industry which consists, for the purposes of the document, of any individual or
organisation that is involved in the loading of waste, transport of loads, or unloading at a facility.
Industry Association is a registered state or national association established for the purpose of representing the waste
and recycling association with regards to the compliant operations of its members and the development of a productive
and progressive industry.
Infrastructure means any structure associated with the operation of roads and may include roadways, bridges, tunnels,
signage and its supporting structures, culverts, drains, etc.
Kerbside collection refers to loading of a waste vehicle with material from multiple bins, generally plastic “wheelie bins”
or 4-wheel trade waste bins containing household or commercial waste material.
Load includes the transport of waste and recycling materials using any type of heavy vehicle design or configuration
Loader is a CoR party which loads goods into a heavy vehicle.
Loading/Unloading Facility is a premises where loading or unloading of a heavy vehicle is carried out. It may include
commercial or industrial premises with operational controls managed by the facility owner, or any other premises from
which waste is collected and loaded into a heavy vehicle, such as roadsides, carparks, etc.
Loading Manager is a CoR party which manages a Loading Facility where an average of five or more heavy vehicles are
loaded or unloaded each day.
Loading performance standards, the HVNL Regulations may prescribe standards (the loading performance standards)
for heavy vehicles. For example, the performance standards in the Load Restraint Guide.
Load restraint, or restraint, is the way loads are effectively restrained on a vehicle. Loads can be restrained by two basic
methods: tie-down or direct restraint (which includes containing, blocking and attaching).
Load Restraint Guide is a modular document that provides drivers, owners, operators, freight consigners, vehicle
manufacturers, equipment manufacturers and suppliers with the basic safety principles that should be followed when
designing a load restraint system to ensure the safe and efficient transportation of loads. The Load Restraint Guide is
available at https://www.nhvr.gov.au/files/202112-1285-load-restraint-guide-2018.pdf
Master Code is the document developed by the NHVR which represents an industry-led risk-based safety and
compliance framework and provides a set of national standards and procedures developed to assist parties in the chain
of responsibility to identify and mitigate risks to meet their obligations under the HVNL.
NHVR stands for National Heavy Vehicle Regulator. The NHVR is Australia’s independent regulator for all vehicles over
4.5 tonnes gross vehicle mass.
NWRIC stands for National Waste & Recycling Industry Council. NWRIC represents waste and recycling companies at a
national level working with the state-based affiliates towards improved industry outcomes in all areas.
Operator is a CoR party which directs the control and use of a heavy vehicle.
Packer is a CoR party which packs or assembles goods for transport in a heavy vehicle.
Policies are clear, simple statements of how your organisation intends to conduct its business practices. They provide a
set of guiding principles to help with decision making.
Prime Contractor is a CoR party which engages someone to drive a heavy vehicle under a contract for services.
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Procedures describe how policies will be put into action in your organisation. Procedures outline who will do what, the
steps to take, and the documents or forms to use.
Process (method or mechanism) is a series of actions or steps taken to achieve a particular end, objective, or outcome.
RICP means Registered Industry Code of Practice; an RICP establishes standards and procedures for parties in the chain
of responsibility to identify, analyse, evaluate, and mitigate general risks associated with meeting obligations under the
HVNL.
Risk for the purpose of this Code, is a situation involving exposure to danger.
Risk management is the coordinated activities to direct and control an organisation with regard to risk. The risk
management process consists of four key steps, as shown in Figure 4 in this Code, including identifying hazards;
assessing risks; controlling risks; and monitoring and reviewing controls.
Safe axle load means an axle load less than the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended maximum axle load and the
maximum axle group load defined in the Heavy Vehicle (Mass Dimension and Loading) National Regulation,
Safety duty means a duty imposed under a relevant provision of the HVNL – see Appendix E for the full list of the
applicable provisions. Safety duties cover all major safety offences in the HVNL which have a direct safety link and
executive officers can manage as part of their role.
Schedule, or trip schedule, is the journey task provided to the driver. The schedule includes time, distance, route, and
rest options.
Scheduler is a CoR party which schedules the transport of goods and passengers in a heavy vehicle; or schedules a
driver’s work and rest hours.
Segregate means separate and isolate. Segregated hazardous materials are stored in a way that prevents incompatible
materials from interacting.
System is a set of resources and activities integrated in a business that all work together efficiently to help improve
safety and other business imperatives. The system details the required documentation of policies, procedures and
operational records associated with business practices.
Tie down restraint, is a form of load restraint where the load is restrained by friction (also called “indirect restraint”).
Unloader is a CoR party which unloads goods from a heavy vehicle.
Waste generator for the purpose of this Code, is a person or other entity that creates waste products which are
transported on a heavy vehicle.
Waste and Recycling Industry is collectively the organisations that conduct or are involved with heavy vehicle
operations and associated operations that collect, transport, process and dispose of waste materials from the economy
including materials that can be recycled or reused.
Waste receiving facility means any premises which is designated to receive waste material from a heavy vehicle for
temporary storage, processing, destruction, or sequestration.
WHS stands for Work Health and Safety, also known as Occupational Health and Safety (OHS).
WLC stands for Waste and Recycling Industry Load Management Code of Practice. It is this document and serves as a
supplementary document to the NHVR Master Code to be used for the improvement of safety in the Waste and
Recycling Industry in relation to the loading, transport and unloading of loads of waste materials.
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12.0 APPENDICES
12.1 Appendix A – Environmental jurisdictional agencies
Jurisdiction

Organisation

Website

Federal

Dept of Agriculture, Water and the Environment

http://www.awe.gov.au/

New South Wales

Office of Environment and Health

http://www.environment.nsw.gov.au/

Environment Protection Authority

http://www.epa.nsw.gov.au/

Australian Capital
Territory

ACT Environment and Sustainable Development Directorate

http://www.environment.act.gov.au/

Queensland

Qld Dept of Environment and Heritage Protection

http://www.ehp.qld.gov.au/

South Australia

Dept of Environment and Natural Resources

http://www.environment.sa.gov.au/Home

Environment Protection Agency – South Australia (EPA)

http://www.epa.sa.gov.au/

Department of Primary Industries, Parks, Water and Environment

http://dpipwe.tas.gov.au/

Environment Protection Authority Tasmania

http://epa.tas.gov.au/

Victoria

Department of Sustainability and Environment (DSE)

http://www.dse.vic.gov.au/

Local
Government

Australian Local Government Association

http://alga.com.au/

Western Australia

Environment Protection Authority

http://www.epa.wa.gov.au/

Department of Water and Environmental Regulation

https://www.der.wa.gov.au/

NT Government Information and Services

http://nt.gov.au/

NT Environment Protection Authority

https://ntepa.nt.gov.au/

Australian Local Government Association

http://alga.com.au/

Tasmania

Northern
Territory

Local
Government
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12.2
Jurisdiction
New South Wales

Appendix B - Competent authorities for carriage of dangerous goods
Organisation

Email

Phone

Safe Work NSW (packaging
approvals, labelling,
classification)

contact@safework.nsw.gov.au

13 10 50

Environment Protection
Authority (all other matters)

environmental.solutionsCLR@epa.nsw.gov.au

13 15 55

Australian Capital
Territory

WorkSafe ACT

DangerousSubstances@act.gov.au

13 22 81

Queensland

Industry Accreditation and
Licensing

dgu@tmr.qld.gov.au

(07) 3066 2995

South Australia

Safe Work SA

chem.safework@sa.gov.au

1300 365 255

Tasmania

Department of Primary
Industries, Parks, Water and
Environment

wst.licensing@justice.tas.gov.au

(03) 6166 4600

Victoria

Victorian Workcover
Authority

info@workcover.vic.gov.au

(03) 9641 1551

Western Australia

Department of Mines,
Industry Regulations and
Safety

dgsb@dmirs.wa.gov.au

1300 136 237

Northern
Territory

NT Worksafe

ntworksafe@nt.gov.au

1800 019 115

NHVR
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12.3

Appendix C – Training requirements

3.0 Exposure to hazardous materials
3.1.2

Use of personal protective equipment (PPE)

3.1.3

Safe handling of hazardous waste materials

3.1.4

Identify and separate hazardous waste from general waste during generation of waste.

3.1.5

Identify and store specific hazardous waste types to prevent dangerous interactions/reactions

3.1.6

Assess and manage risk of hazardous materials within undocumented waste stockpile

3.1.7

Assess and test for hazardous materials within a load

3.1.8, 3.1.10

Hazardous material detection response, including use of necessary on-vehicle equipment

3.1.11

Fire response, including use of on-vehicle extinguishers, etc

3.1.13, 3.1.14

Assess and report condition of waste handling equipment, including vehicle and receptacles

3.1.15

Safe removal of hazardous waste residues from vehicles and handling equipment

4.0 Excess or poorly distributed loading causes infrastructure damage or impairs vehicle controllability
4.1.1

Assess safe operational mass for vehicle combination and waste material being loaded

4.1.3

Determine volume of material that can be safely carried when weighing equipment is unavailable

4.1.4

Assess vehicle mass

4.1.6

Corrective action for over-mass/over-dimension load

4.1.9

Manage safety incidents

4.1.11

Route planning

4.1.14

Inspect and assess maintenance faults

4.1.16

Audit safety management plan
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4.2.13, 4.3.2

Driving behaviour modification for different load weights and material types

4.3.1

Effect of load mass on cornering, braking, and acceleration

4.4.2

Inspect and assess vehicle mechanical safety

4.4.3

Report vehicle faults

5.0 Over dimension vehicle impacts roadside infrastructure or other vehicles
5.1.1

Assess dimension requirements

5.1.2

Assess potential for load shift

5.1.3

See 4.1.6

5.1.7

Assess vehicle suitability for specific waste task

5.1.8

Assess vehicle routing to comply with road manager access requirements and infrastructure limits

5.2.1

Maximum load dimension requirements

5.2.7

Check load safety

5.3.1, 5.4.2

Driving behaviour modification for wide or long loads

6.0 Vehicle Rollover
6.2.2

Understand and comply with loading plans

6.3.1

Understand site specific procedures

6.3.2

Assess ground surface conditions before loading or unloading

6.3.4

Use of truck safety equipment and driver aids

6.3.5,7.2.6

Establish safety perimeter during loading and unloading

6.3.7

Loading/unloading area maintenance
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6.4.1

Safe use of loading equipment

6.4.2

Safe operational limits of waste vehicle for loading and unloading operations

7.0 Injuries or Damage caused by loss of load
7.1.2

Safe loading/unloading practice

7.1.3

Compliance with regulated loading and load restraint requirements

7.1.5

Implementation of Safety Management Plan for load dislodgement incidents

7.1.7,7.4.5

Record keeping and reporting of incidents, including near misses.

7.1.8

Auditing loading practices and load restraint

7.2.3,7.2.4

Assessment and acceptance of loads

7.2.5

Use of load restraint equipment

7.2.6, 7.4.3

Compliant and effective load restraint techniques for specific vehicle and load type

7.5.3

Response to inadequately restrained load

8.0 Injuries or damage caused by vehicle during loading and unloading operations
8.1.1,8.3.3, 8.4.4

Assess site hazards

8.1.2

Understand site-specific procedures

8.2.9, 8.3.7, 8.4.11

Use of truck safety equipment and driver aids

8.2.11

Operational dimensions of loading equipment.

8.4.6

Use of safety barriers and traffic control devices
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12.4

Appendix D – Suggested documented processes

Section 3.0




















Definition of hazardous materials that cannot be transported with general waste or will need specific handling
protocols or will need to be delivered to a specialised unloading facility.
Use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)
Safe handling of hazardous materials.
Identification of hazardous waste and separation from general waste before it is placed in a bin.
Identification, separation, and storage of specific incompatible waste types to prevent dangerous reactions.
Assessment and management of the risk of hazardous materials contained within a stockpile of
undocumented/uncontrolled waste.
Checking waste for the presence of hazardous material before/during loading. These checks may include
testing for the presence of specific types of chemical and direct observation of hazardous substances such as
asbestos, batteries, or containers used for flammable materials.
Actions to take if hazardous material is detected during loading.
Assessment of capacity of Waste Receiving Facility to deal with specific types of waste materials, particularly
hazardous or regulated wastes.
Actions to take if hazardous material is observed or suspected to be present in a load during transport.
Examples of observed phenomena might include: smoke or fumes emanating from the load; fluid, gas or fine
particulate matter leaking from containment; hazardous material that was not detected during loading
observed to be present within the load.
Actions to take to assess and manage risks associated with hazardous material detected during unloading.
Assessment of waste haulage vehicle body condition at regular intervals to determine suitability for carriage of
hazardous materials.
Assessment of waste receptacle condition at regular intervals to determine suitability for carriage of hazardous
materials
Removing waste and residues from waste haulage vehicle bodies, with specific instructions for safe removal
where required. For example, cleaning agents or equipment that may be needed for effective treatment,
special requirements for prevention of environmental contamination, personal protective equipment, etc.
Training for workers in the processes that have been documented.
Auditing and review of process effectiveness.

Section 4.0


Actions to take if fire is observed or suspected within a load.

Section 5.0










NHVR

Assessment of legal mass requirements and safe operational mass limits for all vehicle combinations and
different types of waste material.
Determination of the approximate density of the material being loaded
Determination of the volume of material that can be safely carried without exceeding mass limits where
weighing equipment is not available.
Checking or otherwise assessing load mass, such as weighbridge, on-truck scales, scales on loading plant,
volumetric limits.
Determination of a maximum percentage of the vehicle, bin or trailer’s volume capacity that can be utilised in
compliance with mass limits
Procedure for prompt rectification of overloads.
Processes for recruitment to ensure competency and qualifications to drive the specific types of waste vehicles
they will be required to operate
Operational staff training and assessment processes
Supervisory staff training and assessment of competency to manage safety incidents
Matching the waste material to be transported with the heavy vehicles to be used to transport the material.
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Assessment of appropriate routing of the load and vehicle. For example, infrastructure mass limits may apply.
Requesting a permit or advice for travelling under gazetted notice if applicable.
Maintenance plan for each vehicle in the fleet
Driver training in inspection and assessment of mechanical and electrical faults requiring maintenance action
Reporting and rectification of maintenance faults
Auditing and review of safety management plan effectiveness

Section 5.0











Assessment of legal and safe dimension requirements for all vehicles, including permitted rear overhang
Assessment of potential for load shift to lead to over-dimension situations. For example, a length of steel or
timber that may protrude beyond the confines of a bin or trailer if a load shifts during transport.
Procedure for prompt rectification of unsafe loads.
Processes for recruitment to ensure driver competency and qualifications to drive the specific waste vehicles
they will be required to operate
Operational staff training and assessment processes
Supervisory staff training and assessment of competency to manage safety incidents
Matching the waste material to be transported with the heavy vehicles to be used to transport the material.
Assessment of appropriate routing of the load and vehicle, including alternative approved route(s) if necessary.
For example, infrastructure access dimensions, access time limitations may affect routing considerations.
A process to ensure alternate unassessed routes are not being taken, such as GPS system geofences or driver
education
Requesting a permit or advice for travelling under gazetted notice if applicable.

Section 6.0





Standard loading plans for each truck type for complex mixed loads such as demolition or construction waste
to maintain a low centre of gravity, ensure load mass is distributed evenly across the width and length of the
truck body or trailer and safe axle loads are not exceeded.
Unloading procedures and site requirements, including action to be taken when soft or slippery ground
conditions are encountered
Safe operational limits of loading/unloading plant, including waste transport vehicles with or without
integrated load handling equipment installed. For example, maximum gradients, both longitudinal and lateral,
safe working loads of lifting equipment, etc

Section 7.0










Assessment and approval of the operating conditions at all Loading Facilities and Unloading Facilities
Safe loading practice. This should be produced in collaboration with each Loading and Unloading Facility.
Guidance to drivers to assist compliance with regulated loading and load restraint requirements.
Assessment of driver competency to restrain specific types of load relevant to the truck they are driving. For
example, rear lift skip trucks, flatbeds carrying liquid waste in drums or IBCs, tippers with demolition waste,
etc.
Safety Management Plan to be actioned in the event of a load or part of a load becoming dislodged and falling
from the truck
Checking of loads to identify unrestrained or inadequately restrained loads, including items that may have
potential to shift and become unrestrained during transport
Recording, reporting and review of safety incidents and near misses
Auditing loads and load restraint

Section 8.0
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Hazard assessment at all Loading Facilities. Include site-specific hazards such as low/narrow clearances,
pedestrian or vehicle traffic, poor visibility, etc.
Safe operating procedures for all Loading Facilities or sites. Sites with complex operating environments that
increase safety risk, as discussed above in the preamble to this Section, should have specific risk mitigation
processes documented
Traffic management plans as required
Recording site-specific training for drivers in the documented safe operating procedures
Assessment of driver competency to safely manage risks identified in safe operating procedures
Reporting of safety incidents including near misses
Identification and rectification of waste receptacles which contain material that protrudes from the bin, or may
shift during transport
Auditing and review of safe operating procedures. Include mechanism for identifying and delivering additional
training if procedures are changed

13.0 CODE ADMINISTRATION
This Code will be maintained by the NHVR in accordance with the conditions of registration in Section 706(2)
of the HVNL, and the Guidelines for Preparing and Registering Industry Codes of Practice (February 2022).
As Sponsor of this Code of Practice, the Waste and Recycling Industry of Queensland (WRIQ) will support the
maintenance of this code and contribute to its review.

13.1

Review Procedure

The WLC will be reviewed annually with intended revisions to be documented and distributed to members
of state and national associations for review prior to finalising any new version.
WRIQ and the other associations will also consult with federal, state and local government regulators to
incorporate any changes in legislation, regulation, policy or direction into any revised version. This will include
the NHVR and any other waste and recycling or heavy vehicle industry stakeholders.
Milestone reports from the HVSI WLC Industry Training Program will be distributed to the committee of state
and national waste and recycling industry associations to ensure feedback on the WLC can be used for any
revised version drafting.

Procedure:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Legislative updates are reviewed and assessed by the Code Administrator to determine any required
changes to the code.
Where a change is not required, the decision is documented in the minutes of the meeting.
Where a change is required, the update will be made to the code with the detail of the amendment
communicated to stakeholders as determined.
Changes proposed, or an absence of changes, will be communicated to the NHVR for approval.
The Code Administrator will publish information regarding the relevance of the change and
information for procedural change or further training that may be required.
The WLC will be held and administered by the Code Administrator on behalf of State and National
waste and recycling industry associations.

13.2

Key Contacts

National Heavy Vehicle Regulator
codes@nhvr.gov.au
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WRIQ (Waste and Recycling Industry Association of Queensland)
Chief Executive Officer
Address: PO Box 1335, Oxley, QLD, 4075
Email: memberservices@wriq.com.au
Phone: 07 3375 6961
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